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131h June 2019

RE; Visit to premises 1 lfh June 2019

Dear Mr Lamba,

If you can remember back to 7th March 2019 you came to Bracknell Police Station
to discuss with PC Caskey and I issues that were arising at your premises Bracknell
Wine. During that meeting you agreed to carry out voluntarily a number of actions to
hopefully protect you from the allegations that your premises are selling alcohol to
the local ‘street drinkers’ —this causing further ASB I crime and disorder in the
nearby area.

These actions were;

Ensure all staff can use COW for playback purposes

Move the ‘don’t sell to street drinkers’ sign to a more prominent position

Become a member of the B-BAG

Price tag all cans of beer, cider, lager with named tags on the sides of cans not top
or bottom

Ensure that your Premises Licence and Licence Summary were updated to show
your new address and place them correctly in the shop.

I along with the new Licensing Officer for the area visited your shop on Tuesday
11th June as I had heard that some things had not been carried out as agreed.

I noticed that you had in fact moved the sign — thank you

I was told by (who was working) that you had joined the B-SAC — thank
you

However you had not price tagged each can of beer, lager or cider as agreed.
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Upon asking she informed me that she didn’t know how to use the CCW — it is
imperative that staff can at least be able to playback for viewing CCW in case of an
incident. The fact that it might take 24 hours to download it we can manage.

Please arrange for these two mailers to be actioned as failing to do so will make
you liable for a Review of your licence where I will be asking for at least tighter
conditions on the sale of alcohol in your premises.

Remember the reason for tagging is so that should officers seize alcohol from street
drinkers they can prove that ft doesn’t come from you if ft doesn’t show your tag.

I further noticed that you had page 1 of your premises licence stuck up — this is
wrong and your premises licence should be in a folder where it can be accessed by
staff on demand from an Officer of a Relevant Authority or Police officer.

What should be clearly displayed are the pages for the Premises Licence
SUMMARY —which couldn’t be found.

I was pleased to see that the incident log I refusals log were being used and
reasonably recently.

My colleague and I will be re-visiting at some time in the future and would like find
that all issues have now been actioned.

A copy of this letter is being sent to the Licensing Authority for their information and
a copy kept on file for future reference.

Yours sincerely

Andy Dean
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